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A   Massive   List   of   Dividend   Stocks   

  
  
Don’t   work   for   your   money…   make   your   money   

work   for   you!   
  

  
Replace   your   paycheck   with   a   regular   dividend   

check…   
  

  
The   Smart   Way   To   Get   Safe   Retirement   Income   

From   Top   Performing   Dividend   Stocks     
  

  
Here’s   how   sharp   investors   pull   in   regular   income   

like   clockwork   …   
  

  
Finally   enjoy   your   retirement,   and   always   get   a   

good   night’s   sleep.   
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Collect   Dividends   and   Replace   Your   Paycheck   
 

Listen   up.   I   don’t   care   if   you’re   a   brand   new   investor,   or   well   into   retirement.   You   must   
understand   the   dynamics   around   investing   in   dividend   stocks.   

If   you   don’t   understand   dividend   stocks   and   the   great   investment   yields   they   provide…   
then   you’re   MISSING   OUT   on   one   of   the   greatest   investment   strategies   out   there.   

Dividend   stocks   are   one   of   the   best   ways   to   supplement   your   income…   BEFORE   and   
AFTER   retirement.   

You’re   never   too   young   or   too   old   to   understand   the   importance   of   having   dividend   
stocks   in   your   portfolio.   

But   to   really   understand   what   dividend   stocks   have   to   offer,   you   must   understand   the   
nature   of   dividend   payouts   and   dividend   yield.   (Dividend   Yield   is   critical)   

You   should   understand   how   and   why   companies   pay   dividends   to   their   shareholders,   
and   what   the   warning   signs   are   when   a   dividend   is   at   risk.   

But,   most   importantly   you   must   understand   the   overall   impact   of   dividends   on   your   
portfolio.   

When   investing   correctly,   dividend   stocks   can   provide   huge   gains   and   propel   your   
account   up   by   millions!     

 

Discover   The   Best   Dividend   Stocks   For   Your   
Retirement!   

 

Knowledge   is   truly   the   difference   between   eating   prime   rib   –   or   dog   food   –   in   
retirement.   

Most   investors   don’t   realize   the   huge   impact   dividend   stocks   and   their   dividend   yields   
can   have   on   investment   or   retirement   accounts.   
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We’re   such   big   believers   in   dividend   stocks   that   many   of   us   hold   some   of   the   best   
dividend   yielding   stocks   in   BOTH   our   retirement   and   investing   accounts.   

Dividend   stock   investing   isn’t   for   the   impatient.   

With   Dividend   stocks,   grabbing   a   high   yield   is   only   a   good   thing   when   you   have   time   
and   patience   to   sit   back   and   let   your   money   work   for   you.   There   are   some   dividend   
stocks   that   pay   out   once   a   year.     

Other   dividend   stocks   pay   out   quarterly.   And   believe   it   or   not,   there   are   monthly   
dividend   stocks…   some   of   which   have   high   dividend   yields.   

Here   we   go...   

Collect   Checks   Cut   Like   Clockwork     
 

Do   you   EVER   plan   to   retire?    Or   are   you   already   retired?      

If   retirement   is   on   your   radar,   I’ve   got   no   doubt   you’re   working   hard   to   make   sure   you   
never   run   out   of   money   in   retirement...   

You’re   probably   taking   care   of   the   basics.      

Saving   as   much   as   you   can…   Budgeting   carefully…   And   taking   a   thoughtful,   cautious   
approach   to   your   investments.   

But   times   have   changed…     

If   you’re   within   10   years   of   retirement   (or   already   retired),   then   you   know   you   need   
something   very   different   with   your   investments.      

Years   ago,   the   goal   was   growth.    And   capital   appreciation   was   more   important   than   
income.   

But   now   your   focus   is   on   retirement.   

And   now   you’re   worrying   about   running   out   money…   It   means   you   must   look   at   your   
investments   differently.   

For   many   investors,   this   means   a   shift   in   asset   allocation.      

More   money   in   income   investments   -    and   less   money   in   growth   investments.      

But   what   about   Dividend   stocks?    What   role   do   they   play?       
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You   see   dividend   stocks   can   provide   income…   and   many   provide   growth   too!      

For   many,   dividend   stocks   make   perfect   sense.    

Dividend   stocks   have   made   sense   for   millions   of   smart   investors   for   more   than   a   
century…   and   they   might   make   sense   for   you.   

 

Where   To   Start   Your   Search   For   Safe   Dividend   
Stocks   

 

First,   remember,   mature   companies,   who   have   paid   dividends   for   decades   can   suddenly   
stop   these   payouts.   

Case   in   Point…   in   2020   General   Motors   (GM)   stopped   their   dividend…   and   in   2009   
Pfizer   (PFE)   cut   the   dividend   (something   they   hadn’t   done   in   over   100   years!)     

What’s   an   investor   to   do?   

Remember   dividends   are   never   guaranteed.      

Approach   dividend   stock   investments   just   like   you   would   approach   any   investment.  
Minimize   your   risk,   do   your   homework,   and   as   best   you   can,   understand   the   true   value   
of   the   company   you   invest   in.   

Look   for   stocks   that   already   deliver   a   track   record   of   consistently   paying   dividends,   and   
consistently   grow   the   amount   of   the   dividend.   

Clearly,   a   stock   that   you   buy   for   $40   and   pays   a   $2   dividend   is   more   attractive   than   an   
$80   stock   that   pays   a   $2   dividend.      

This   is   where   dividend   investing   gets   interesting.      

It’s   where   risk   and   reward   take   center   stage.      

It’s   where   an   investor   can   balance   a   portfolio   of   well   known   Aristocrat   stocks   with   some   
lesser   known   companies   that   are   well   positioned   to   deliver   consistent   dividend   
payments   and   dividend   growth.   

This   is   why   an   investor   needs   to   know   exactly   what   to   look   for   to   steer   clear   of   trouble   in   
the   highly   rewarding   world   of   higher   yields.   
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How   To   Avoid   The   Trap   Of   High   Yields   
 

Dividend   investors   are   typically   focused   on   yield.      

Yield   is   simply   the   percentage   return   they   can   expect   to   be   paid   on   their   investment   in   a   
stock.    Naturally,   this   means   that   the   high   yield   stocks   look   tempting.      

But   common   sense   suggests   if   the   yield   of   long   term   performers   like   3M   and   Coca   Cola   
are   in   the   1.5%   to   2.5%   range,   there’s   something   out   of   tune   with   dividend   yields   that   are   
10%,   15%,   or   higher.   

Be   cautious   with   any   stock   that   pays   a   high   yield.    It   could   be   a   disaster   waiting   to   
happen.      

A   high   yield   is   not   a   reflection   of   strong   financial   performance.      

Often,   a   company   can   pay   a   high   yield   without   generating   a   profit.      

And   the   high   yield   dividend   a   company   pays   this   quarter...   could   be   slashed   the   next   
quarter.   

So   how   do   you   separate   the   incredible   deals   from   the   death   traps?     

Here’s   how   to   stay   out   of   trouble.      

Here’s   how   to   avoid   a   situation   where   a   stock   like   GE   with   a   dividend   yield   of   14%   in   
2009   pulled   the   rug   out   from   under   investors   when   it   slashed   its   dividend.     

Study   the   firm’s   dividend   history.      

Look   for   consistency.      

Look   for   growth   in   the   actual   amounts   of   the   dividends   paid.      

When   you   see   a   company   that   has   suddenly   paid   a   large   dividend   after   years   of   paying   
small   ones,   this   could   be   an   attempt   to   cover   up   other   problems.   

Here’s   another   tip,   find   out   if   the   company   paying   the   dividend   is   an   actual   company   or   
a   trust.      

Avoid   trusts,   because   a   trust   will   go   away   at   some   point.    The   actual   entity   will   be   
dissolved.      
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Another   thing   to   do   is   look   at   the   payout   ratio.    This   number   reflects   the   percentage   of   
the   company’s   earnings   paid   as   a   dividend.    

The   lower   the   payout   ratio,   the   better.     

It   could   be   that   the   high   yield   you   see   means   the   company   is   actually   putting   a   huge   
portion   of   its   earnings   into   a   dividend…   and   that’s   never   a   good   thing.      

Remember,   money   used   to   pay   dividends   can’t   be   used   to   pay   down   debt,   build   up   a   war   
chest   for   future   acquisitions,   or   internal   expansion.   

That   brings   us   to   an   important   part   of   dividend   stock   research…   

 

Five   Important   Questions   Every   Dividend   Investor   
Must   Ask   

 

1.   Will   management   keep   its   promises?   

Management   runs   the   company….   And   they   need   to   allocate   their   resources   in   a   
profitable   and   predictable   fashion.      

The   financial   source   for   consistent   dividends   must   be   clear   and   obvious.      

Management   is   expected   to   hold   Dividends   in   the   highest   regard,   and   keep   their   
promise   to   shareholders.      

For   example,   3M   has   paid   dividends   consistently,   and   has   increased   them   quarter   after   
quarter,   since   1959.      

P&G   has   been   paying   a   dividend   for   124   consecutive   years,   and   has   increased   its   
dividend   for   58   consecutive   years!     

2.   Will   dividend   payments   increase?   

The   best   way   to   answer   this   question…   look   at   the   company   history.    Some   companies   
are   predictable   to   the   point   of   being   boring.      

Others   are   erratic,   and   difficult   to   track.   

The   more   consistent   a   company   is   the   better   it   is   for   you   as   a   shareholder!   
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3.   Will   earnings   fall?   

Watch   earnings   closely.    While   falling   earnings   do   not   always   mean   a   dividend   payment   
will   be   cut…   But   if   earnings   continue   to   fall   quarter   after   quarter,   the   dividend   will   be   “at   
risk”.     

So   watch   the   financials   of   your   dividend   paying   companies   like   a   Hawk.     

If   you   see   quarter   after   quarter   after   quarter   of   losses,   you   might   think   twice   about   
holding   that   stock!     

4.   If   earnings   do   fall,   how   will   it   impact   the   dividend?   

If   the   company   continues   to   pay   a   dividend,   even   though   earnings   are   falling,   what   is   
happening   behind   the   scenes?    

Is   Peter   being   robbed   to   pay   Paul?      

Are   important   investments   in   research   and   development   put   at   risk?    Will   the   firm   be   
able   to   pay   the   salaries   that   attract   the   best   talent?      

These   answers   are   not   always   easy   to   come   by.      

But   if   today’s   dividends   get   in   the   way   of   tomorrow’s   growth,   this   can   easily   foreshadow   
trouble   for   future   dividends.   

5.   Is   capital   expected   to   grow?   

Most   investors   aren’t   looking   for   capital   growth   from   dividend   stocks.      

They   don’t   expect   the   stock   price   to   increase   much.     

I   think   this   is   a   mistake,   you   should   be   looking   not   only   for   stocks   with   growing   
dividends,   but   also   growing   businesses!      

The   expectation   of   capital   growth   shouldn’t   be   overlooked   by   dividend   investors.   

So   there   you   have   it,   five   key   questions   you   need   to   ask   before   even   thinking   about   
investing   in   a   dividend   stock.   

Now,   what’s   next?   
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Start   Your   Research   With   These   Dividend   Stocks   
 

Let   me   start   out   with   a   warning…   

Not   every   stock   is   a   great   investment.     Some   can   be   duds.      It’s   a   fact   of   life.   

And   just   because   a   stock   pays   a   dividend   –   either   annually,   quarterly,   or   monthly   –   does   
not   make   it   a   guaranteed   great   investment.   

Remember   –   Dividends   are   never   guaranteed.    They   can   go   up   and   down   in   the   blink   of   
an   eye   –   and   sometimes   they   disappear   entirely!   

So   what   follows   is   the   massive   list   I   spent   hours   upon   hours   building   of   stocks   that   pay   
dividends.   

I   first   looked   at   each   major   industry…   then   targeted   stocks   with   a   value   over   $10.00.   

From   that   list   I   looked   at   the   big   dividend   payers…   and   then   sorted   them   by   market   cap.   

These   are   the   biggest   companies   in   each   industry   paying   dividends.    It’s   a   great   list   to   
pick   from…   and   start   your   research!   

 

Looking   for   more   info   on   Dividend   Stocks   

If   you’re   not   sure   the   best   ways   to   research   dividend   stocks…   I   recommend   you   start   
with   our   website    DynamicWealthReport.com .   

You’ll   find   a   ton   of   information   and   knowledge   about   how   to   look   at   a   dividend   stock  
with   a   critical   eye.   

We’ll   help   you   identify   the   winners   and   the   losers…   and   make   some   good   money   in   the   
process!   

So   let’s   get   to   that   massive   list!   
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Massive   List   Of   Dividend   Stocks  
 

 

   Sector    Company   Name   Ticker   Div.   Yield   
%   

Stock   
Price   

Market   
Cap   
(mil)   

                

1   Aerospace    Lockheed   Martin   Corporation   LMT   2.65   $362.43   $101,402   

2   Aerospace    
Raytheon   Technologies   
Corporation   RTX   3.36   $56.53   $86,358   

3   Aerospace    Northrop   Grumman   Corporation   NOC   1.92   $302.12   $50,368   

4   Aerospace    General   Dynamics   Corporation   GD   3.26   $134.87   $38,699   

5   Aerospace    L3Harris   Technologies   Inc   LHX   2.05   $166.26   $35,945   

6   Aerospace    Heico   Corporation   HEI   0.15   $106.92   $14,428   

7   Aerospace    Leidos   Holdings,   Inc.   LDOS   1.64   $82.70   $11,759   

                

8   Basic   Materials    Air   Products   and   Chemicals,   Inc.   APD   1.89   $283.50   $62,624   

9   Basic   Materials    Ecolab   Inc.   ECL   0.99   $189.77   $54,157   

10   Basic   Materials    Newmont   Corporation   NEM   1.62   $61.65   $49,509   

11   Basic   Materials    DuPont   de   Nemours,   Inc.   DD   2.09   $57.35   $42,085   

12   Basic   Materials    Southern   Copper   Corporation   SCCO   3.08   $51.95   $40,161   

13   Basic   Materials    Dow   Inc.   DOW   6.01   $46.57   $34,543   

14   Basic   Materials    PPG   Industries,   Inc.   PPG   1.7   $127.39   $30,090   

15   Basic   Materials    FreeportMcMoRan   Inc.   FCX   0.28   $17.72   $25,733   

16   Basic   Materials    LyondellBasell   Industries   N.V.   LYB   5.72   $73.37   $24,494   

17   Basic   Materials    Nutrien   Ltd.   NTR   4.45   $40.41   $22,999   
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   Sector    Company   Name   Ticker  Div.   Yield   

%   
Stock   
Price   

Market   Cap  
(mil)   

                

18   Business   Services    Visa   Inc.   V   0.63   $190.06   $369,169   

19   Business   Services    Mastercard   Incorporated   MA   0.5   $317.11   $317,446   

20   Business   Services    Danaher   Corporation   DHR   0.3   $239.78   $170,334   

21   Business   Services    Accenture   PLC   ACN   1.6   $220.66   $140,512   

22   Business   Services    Honeywell   International   Inc.   HON   2.16   $166.75   $117,022   

23   Business   Services    3M   Company   MMM   3.65   $161.03   $92,756   

24   Business   Services    
Fidelity   National   Information   
Services,   Inc.   FIS   1.02   $137.86   $85,419   

25   Business   Services    SP   Global   Inc.   SPGI   0.81   $330.85   $79,735   

26   Business   Services    Automatic   Data   Processing,   Inc.   ADP   2.49   $146.03   $62,770   

27   Business   Services    Global   Payments   Inc.   GPN   0.47   $164.76   $49,303   

                

28   
Computer   and   
Technology    Apple   Inc.   AAPL   0.7   $116.60   $2,021,534   

29   
Computer   and   
Technology    Microsoft   Corporation   MSFT   0.96   $213.25   $1,612,773   

30   
Computer   and   
Technology    NVIDIA   Corporation   NVDA   0.12   $535.87   $330,632   

31   
Computer   and   
Technology    Verizon   Communications   Inc.   VZ   4.37   $57.38   $237,442   

32   
Computer   and   
Technology    ATT   Inc.   T   7.73   $26.92   $191,805   

33   
Computer   and   
Technology    Intel   Corporation   INTC   2.89   $45.64   $187,033   

34   
Computer   and   
Technology    Oracle   Corporation   ORCL   1.68   $57.08   $171,861   

35   
Computer   and   
Technology    Cisco   Systems,   Inc.   CSCO  3.91   $36.87   $155,629   

36   
Computer   and   
Technology    Broadcom   Inc.   AVGO   3.62   $359.60   $145,459   

37   
Computer   and   
Technology    QUALCOMM   Incorporated   QCOM  2.07   $125.91   $142,060   
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   Sector    Company   Name   Ticker   Div.   Yield   

%   
Stock   
Price   

Market   
Cap   
(mil)   

                

38   Construction   The   SherwinWilliams   Company   SHW   0.8   $673.47   $61,319   

39   Construction   Otis   Worldwide   Corporation   OTIS   1.29   $61.97   $26,838   

40   Construction   D.R.   Horton,   Inc.   DHI   1.01   $69.10   $25,132   

41   Construction   Lennar   Corporation   LEN   1.38   $72.51   $22,677   

42   Construction   Vulcan   Materials   Company   VMC   0.96   $142.10   $18,821   

43   Construction   Lennar   Corporation   LEN.B   1.7   $58.75   $18,373   

44   Construction   Martin   Marietta   Materials,   Inc.   MLM   0.89   $255.53   $15,912   

45   Construction   Masco   Corporation   MAS   1.05   $53.57   $14,010   

46   Construction   Jacobs   Engineering   Group   Inc.   J   0.79   $95.64   $12,453   

47   Construction   RPM   International   Inc.   RPM   1.77   $86.07   $11,184   

                

48   
Consumer   
Discretionary    NIKE,   Inc.   NKE   0.77   $127.99   $200,922   

49   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Activision   Blizzard,   Inc   ATVI   0.51   $80.96   $62,491   

50   
Consumer   
Discretionary    V.F.   Corporation   VFC   2.65   $72.38   $28,203   

51   
Consumer   
Discretionary    ViacomCBS   Inc.   VIAC   3.4   $28.21   $17,378   

52   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Fox   Corporation   FOX   1.77   $26.00   $15,721   

53   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Pool   Corporation   POOL   0.63   $366.99   $14,707   

54   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Warner   Music   Group   Corp.   WMG   1.72   $27.88   $14,219   

55   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Whirlpool   Corporation   WHR  2.45   $195.82   $12,248   

56   
Consumer   
Discretionary    Hasbro,   Inc.   HAS   3.2   $85.10   $11,661   
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   Sector    Company   Name   Ticker   Div.   Yield   

%   
Stock   
Price   

Market   
Cap   
(mil)   

                

57   Consumer   Staples    Procter   Gamble   Company   PG   2.22   $142.36   $352,997   

58   Consumer   Staples    CocaCola   Company   KO   3.29   $49.90   $214,442   

59   Consumer   Staples    PepsiCo,   Inc.   PEP   2.94   $139.12   $192,258   

60   Consumer   Staples    Philip   Morris   International   Inc.   PM   6.73   $71.33   $111,081   

61   Consumer   Staples    
The   Estee   Lauder   Companies   
Inc.   EL   0.83   $231.05   $83,364   

62   Consumer   Staples    Mondelez   International,   Inc.   MDLZ   2.29   $55.01   $78,573   

63   Consumer   Staples    Altria   Group,   Inc.   MO   9.25   $37.17   $69,077   

64   Consumer   Staples    ColgatePalmolive   Company   CL   2.23   $78.85   $67,606   

65   Consumer   Staples    KimberlyClark   Corporation   KMB   3.18   $134.76   $45,837   

66   Consumer   Staples    Keurig   Dr   Pepper,   Inc   KDP   2.1   $28.60   $40,246   

                

67   Finance    JPMorgan   Chase   Co.   JPM   3.62   $99.33   $302,719   

68   Finance    Bank   of   America   Corporation   BAC   3.02   $23.85   $206,639   

69   Finance    BlackRock,   Inc.   BLK   2.36   $614.53   $93,706   

70   Finance    Wells   Fargo   Company   WFC   1.83   $21.82   $89,899   

71   Finance    Citigroup   Inc.   C   4.87   $41.88   $87,189   

72   Finance    Morgan   Stanley   MS   2.88   $48.59   $76,615   

73   Finance    American   Express   Company   AXP   1.81   $94.93   $76,438   

74   Finance    Prologis,   Inc.   PLD   2.34   $99.14   $73,241   

75   Finance    Equinix,   Inc.   EQIX   1.38   $773.31   $68,482   

76   Finance    
Crown   Castle   International   
Corporation   CCI   2.99   $160.61   $67,403   
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77   Industrial   Products    Caterpillar   Inc.   CAT   2.61   $157.91   $85,509   

78   Industrial   Products    Deere   Company   DE   1.33   $228.51   $71,609   

79   Industrial   Products    Illinois   Tool   Works   Inc.   ITW   2.3   $198.62   $62,796   

80   Industrial   Products    Kone   Oyj   Unsponsored   ADR   KNYJY  1.02   $41.64   $43,144   

81   Industrial   Products    Eaton   Corporation,   PLC   ETN   2.77   $105.42   $42,179   

82   Industrial   Products    Roper   Technologies,   Inc.   ROP   0.52   $394.60   $41,319   

83   Industrial   Products    Emerson   Electric   Co.   EMR   2.99   $66.92   $39,991   

84   Industrial   Products    Cintas   Corporation   CTAS   0.79   $324.01   $33,900   

85   Industrial   Products    
Johnson   Controls   International   
plc   JCI   2.47   $42.18   $31,384   

86   Industrial   Products    Ball   Corporation   BLL   0.66   $91.10   $29,750   

                

87   Medical    Johnson   Johnson   JNJ   2.82   $143.15   $376,848   

88   Medical    UnitedHealth   Group   Incorporated   UNH   1.56   $320.51   $304,592   

89   Medical    Pfizer   Inc.   PFE   4.06   $37.43   $207,994   

90   Medical    Merck   Co.,   Inc.   MRK   3.13   $77.99   $197,256   

91   Medical    Thermo   Fisher   Scientific   Inc.   TMO   0.18   $489.30   $193,562   

92   Medical    Abbott   Laboratories   ABT   1.33   $108.58   $192,244   

93   Medical    AbbVie   Inc.   ABBV   5.71   $82.71   $145,969   

94   Medical    Medtronic   PLC   MDT   2.21   $105.21   $141,425   

95   Medical    Bristol   Myers   Squibb   Company   BMY   3.06   $58.74   $132,910   

96   Medical    Amgen   Inc.   AMGN  2.86   $223.46   $130,879   
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97   Oils-Energy    Exxon   Mobil   Corporation   XOM   10.6   $32.82   $138,771   

98   Oils-Energy    Chevron   Corporation   CVX   7.42   $69.51   $129,798   

99   Oils-Energy    Linde   plc   LIN   1.71   $225.47   $118,453   

100   Oils-Energy    TC   Energy   Corporation   TRP   5.83   $41.66   $39,159   

101   Oils-Energy    ConocoPhillips   COP   5.68   $30.26   $32,452   

102   Oils-Energy    Kinder   Morgan,   Inc.   KMI   8.63   $12.17   $27,550   

103   Oils-Energy    Williams   Companies,   Inc.   The   WMB   8.24   $19.42   $23,567   

104   Oils-Energy    Schlumberger   Limited   SLB   3.31   $15.09   $21,006   

105   Oils-Energy    Phillips   66   PSX   7.65   $47.07   $20,555   

106   Oils-Energy    EOG   Resources,   Inc.   EOG   4.34   $34.58   $20,134   

                

107   Retail-Wholesale    Walmart   Inc.   WMT   1.51   $142.87   $404,858   

108   Retail-Wholesale    The   Home   Depot,   Inc.   HD   2.17   $276.84   $298,006   

109   Retail-Wholesale    McDonald's   Corporation   MCD   2.24   $222.97   $165,913   

110   Retail-Wholesale    Costco   Wholesale   Corporation   COST   0.75   $372.72   $164,455   

111   Retail-Wholesale    Lowe's   Companies,   Inc.   LOW   1.45   $165.14   $124,802   

112   Retail-Wholesale    Starbucks   Corporation   SBUX   1.82   $90.05   $105,268   

113   Retail-Wholesale    Target   Corporation   TGT   1.73   $157.03   $78,612   

114   Retail-Wholesale    CVS   Health   Corporation   CVS   3.44   $58.15   $76,101   

115   Retail-Wholesale    Dollar   General   Corporation   DG   0.67   $213.71   $53,221   

116   Retail-Wholesale    eBay   Inc.   EBAY   1.2   $53.55   $37,479   
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117   Transportation    United   Parcel   Service,   Inc.   UPS   2.36   $170.84   $147,499   

118   Transportation    Union   Pacific   Corporation   UNP   2.16   $179.57   $121,007   

119   Transportation    FedEx   Corporation   FDX   0.95   $274.41   $72,058   

120   Transportation    CSX   Corporation   CSX   1.33   $78.09   $59,721   

121   Transportation    Norfolk   Southern   Corporation   NSC   1.85   $203.64   $56,089   

122   Transportation    Old   Dominion   Freight   Line,   Inc.   ODFL   0.32   $189.59   $22,245   

123   Transportation    Kansas   City   Southern   KSU   0.91   $176.15   $16,488   

124   Transportation    
Expeditors   International   of   
Washington,   Inc.   EXPD   1.1   $94.28   $15,807   

125   Transportation    C.H.   Robinson   Worldwide,   Inc.   CHRW  2.04   $100.03   $13,486   

126   Transportation    J.B.   Hunt   Transport   Services,   Inc.  JBHT   0.85   $126.33   $13,329   

                

127   Utilities    NextEra   Energy,   Inc.   NEE   1.85   $75.78   $148,459   

128   Utilities    Dominion   Energy   Inc.   D   4.56   $82.47   $69,286   

129   Utilities    Duke   Energy   Corporation   DUK   4.15   $93.06   $68,439   

130   Utilities    Southern   Company   The   SO   4.25   $60.21   $63,590   

131   Utilities    
American   Electric   Power   
Company,   Inc.   AEP   3.03   $92.53   $45,931   

132   Utilities    Exelon   Corporation   EXC   3.72   $41.15   $40,101   

133   Utilities    Xcel   Energy   Inc.   XEL   2.38   $72.33   $37,998   

134   Utilities    Sempra   Energy   SRE   3.21   $130.27   $37,682   

135   Utilities    WEC   Energy   Group,   Inc.   WEC   2.47   $102.47   $32,323   

136   Utilities    Eversource   Energy   ES   2.47   $91.88   $31,484   
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